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During the COVID-19 pandemic, online health platforms and physicians’ online
knowledge sharing played an important role in public health crisis management
and disease prevention. What influences physicians’ online knowledge sharing?
From the psychological perspective of stimulus–response, this study aims to explore
how patients’ visit and patients’ consultation influence physicians’ online knowledge
sharing considering the contingent roles of physicians’ online expertise and online
knowledge sharing experience. Based on 6-month panel data of 45,449 physician–
month observations from an online health platform in China, the results indicate
that both patients’ visit and patients’ consultation are positive related to physicians’
online knowledge sharing. Online expertise weakens the positive effect of patients’
consultation on physicians’ online knowledge sharing. Online knowledge sharing
experience weakens the positive relationship between visit of patient and physicians’
online knowledge sharing, and enhances the positive relationship between patients’
consultation and physicians’ online knowledge sharing. This study contributes to the
literatures about stimulus–response in psychology and knowledge sharing, and provides
implications for practice.

Keywords: online knowledge sharing, stimulus–response, online health platforms, online expertise, psychology

INTRODUCTION

The outbreak of COVID-19 has not only posed a severe threat to the healthy lives and wellbeing of
people all over the world, but also caused significant challenges for health systems (Castelnuovo
et al., 2020; Pan and Zhang, 2020; Luo et al., 2021). During the COVID-19 pandemic, online
health platforms played an important role in public health crisis management and pandemic
prediction (Zhao et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2021). As a result of the rapid development of information
technology (IT) and the huge demand for medical services, the delivery of health services on the
internet has become increasingly popular (Hardey, 2001; Kvedar et al., 2014; Meng et al., 2021).
Online healthcare can overcome geographic constraints and provide physicians with convenient
access to information recipients (patients and their relatives); thus, an increasing number of
physicians have been using online platforms to share their professional knowledge (Wu and Po,
2016; Zhang et al., 2019b). Physicians’ online knowledge sharing has also been found to alleviate
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unbalanced allocations of health resources (Kim and Mrotek,
2016), which is important for China given its large population
and uneven distribution of health resources.

Physicians’ online knowledge sharing behavior has received
extensive attention. Yan et al. (2016) applied the social exchange
theory to investigate physicians’ online knowledge sharing,
categorized the influential factors into benefit and cost, and
proposed a benefit vs. cost knowledge sharing model. Zhang et al.
(2017b) explored online knowledge sharing from the perspective
of motivation theory and found that reputation, reciprocity,
knowledge self-efficacy, and altruism were positively related to
physicians’ online knowledge sharing intention. Meng et al.
(2021) found that both online reputation and general knowledge
sharing were positively related to specific knowledge sharing,
and these relationships were moderated by patient involvement.
However, few studies have explored physicians’ online knowledge
sharing from the perspective of patients. The benefits of an
online medical platform mainly derive from patients’ paid
consultation, and patients’ participation is important to improve
the operational proficiency of the platform; therefore, we cannot
ignore the effect of patients’ participation on physicians’ behavior.
It is important to explore physicians’ online knowledge sharing
from the perspective of patients.

On an online medical platform, physicians’ behaviors usually
depend on patients and they are stimulated process in psychology
(Liu et al., 2016; Yan et al., 2016). According to the psychological
framework of stimulus–response, patients’ visit and patients’
consultation are important indicators reflecting the reputation
and popularity of physicians (Yang et al., 2015b; Liu et al.,
2016), which is stimulus for physicians. In response to this
stimulus, physicians may share knowledge online. However,
the existing literature has not explored the effect of patients’
stimulus (patients’ visit, patients’ consultation) on physicians’
response (online knowledge sharing of physicians). To fill
this research gap, this study expects that patients’ visit and
patients’ consultation will induce physicians’ knowledge sharing.
Accordingly, the first research question is presented as follows:

Q1: How do patients’ visit and patients’ consultation influence
physicians’ online knowledge sharing?

User behavior regarding healthcare IT is not independent
from its context (Zhang et al., 2021). To further investigate
the boundaries of physicians’ online knowledge sharing, this
study also explores whether the effects of patient visit and
consultation are contingent on physicians’ online contexts.
Physicians with high online expertise tend to have less freshness
and interest in the platform; they will not pay attention
to the stimuluses (patients’ visit and patients’ consultation)
(Batson et al., 2002). Thus, online expertise may moderate the
relationships between patients’ visit and patients’ consultation
and physicians’ online knowledge sharing. In addition, previous
studies have proposed that past behavioral experience can shape
the human decision-making process (Chiu and Huang, 2015).
Physicians with rich experience of sharing health knowledge
online tend to form habits, which are unconscious processes
that can influence the effects of conscious processes on decision

outcomes (Honkanen et al., 2005; Chiu et al., 2012; Chiu
and Huang, 2015). When knowledge sharing becomes a habit,
physicians will regularly share knowledge on the platform
rather than rely on patients’ visit and patients’ consultation
for knowledge sharing. In this vein, online knowledge sharing
experience may moderate the effects of patients’ visit and patients’
consultation on physicians’ online knowledge sharing. To explore
the contingent factors that may affect the relationships between
patients’ visit, patients’ consultation and physicians’ online
knowledge sharing, our second research question is presented
as follows:

Q2: How are the relationships between patients’ visit,
patients’ consultation and physicians’ online knowledge sharing
moderated by physicians’ online expertise and online knowledge
sharing experience?

Drawing on the literature on the stimulus–response
framework and knowledge sharing, a theoretical model
associated with six hypotheses is developed. The hypotheses
are tested using 6-month panel data with 45,449 physician–
month observations from an online health platform in China.
The results show that patients’ visit and patients’ consultation
facilitate physicians’ online knowledge sharing. Online expertise
and online knowledge sharing experience hinder the positive
effect of patients’ visit on physicians’ online knowledge sharing,
while online knowledge sharing experience intensifies the
positive effect of patients’ consultation on physicians’ online
knowledge sharing.

This study also contributes to the literature in several ways.
First, it contributes to the psychological literature on stimulus–
response by introducing the stimulus–response framework to
track the mechanism of physicians’ online knowledge sharing.
Based on the stimulus–response framework and literature of
online knowledge sharing (Chen and Li, 2020; Meng et al.,
2021), this paper uncovers the mechanism that patients’ visit
and patients’ consultation benefit to physicians’ online knowledge
sharing. Second, this study contributes to the literature on
knowledge sharing by identifying and verifying the stimulated
factors of physicians’ online knowledge sharing behavior from
the perspective of patients. In response to calls that patients
play a crucial role in value co-creation between physicians
and patients (Van Oerle et al., 2016), our results reveal that
both patients’ visit and patients’ consultation are important
to physicians’ online knowledge sharing. Third, the study
contributes to the literature on online knowledge sharing and
expertise by revealing the contingency effects of online expertise
and online knowledge sharing experience in the process of
physicians’ online knowledge sharing. Behaviors of physicians
and patients regarding healthcare IT is not independent from
its context (Zhang et al., 2021), our empirical findings show that
online expertise and online knowledge sharing experience indeed
moderates the effects of patients’ visit and patients’ consultation
on physicians’ online knowledge sharing.

The structure of our paper is organized as follows. The Section
2 presents the theory background and hypotheses. The Section
3 introduces the research methodology. The Section 4 illustrates
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the results. The discussion, theoretical contributions, practical
contributions, limitations and future research, and conclusion are
discussed in Section 5.

THEORY BACKGROUND AND
HYPOTHESES

Stimulus–Response Framework
The stimulus–response framework is a widely used psychological
model (Reichl et al., 2006) that is introduced by Watson (1913).
According to the framework, the complicated behaviors of
humans are composed of stimulus and response (Watson, 1913;
Giesen et al., 2020). Stimulus (S) refers to interior (individual)
and exterior (environment) stimulation, while response (R) refers
to the behavioral actions of humans in response to interrelated
stimulus (Kim and Johnson, 2016; Luo et al., 2021).

The stimulus–response framework has been extensively
applied in research into user online behaviors. Reichl et al.
(2006) explored a charging mechanism for enhancing the
quality of users’ experience by applying the stimulus–response
framework. Li and Chang (2012) constructed an integrated
model based on the stimulus–response framework to explore
the factors influencing users’ continuous participation in virtual
communities. The framework has also been used to investigate
the relationship between online shopping festivals and consumer
behavior (Xu et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2019). Chen and Li (2020)
adopted the stimulus–response framework to explore the effect
of product promotion strategies and atmosphere promotion
strategies of consumers’ perception on their willingness to
participate in online shopping.

The framework of stimulus–response offers a visualized
framework that enables researchers to study the reasons
for, and processes of, physicians’ online knowledge sharing
behavior in online health communities (OHCs). Houston
and Rothschild (1977) have classified stimulus into two
categories. The first is stimulus from a specific object
(e.g., patients’ visit), which becomes a consideration for the
individual. In the context of OHCs, as a result of information
asymmetry and intangibility (Arrow, 1963; Parasuraman
et al., 1985), patients visit physicians’ homepages to obtain
more information and assess whether the physicians meet
their needs (Yang et al., 2015b). Physicians take the stimulus
from patients’ visit into account, and this influences the
physicians’ online knowledge sharing behavior. The second
category is stimulus from the socio-psychology environment,
which emphasizes the individual’s expectation regarding
the presence or absence of another person (Houston and
Rothschild, 1977). Feedback from others can act as stimulus
for sharing knowledge (Oo Tha, 2014). OHCs between
physicians and patients are accompanied by a series of dynamic
interactions (Guo et al., 2017) (e.g., patients’ online consultation).
Physicians provide health information during patients’ online
consultations, and in return they receive feedback, professional
recognition, respect, bonuses, and incentives (Yang and Ju,
2016; Liu Y. et al., 2020). Therefore, patients’ consultation
stimulates physicians to respond to the expectation of patient

presence, further influencing physicians’ online knowledge
sharing behaviors.

Behaviors of physicians and patients regarding healthcare IT is
not independent from its context (Zhang et al., 2021). The effects
of patients’ visit and patients’ online consultation on physicians’
online knowledge sharing are dependent on context (e.g., online
expertise and online knowledge sharing experience). Physicians
with a high level of online expertise tend to realize strong
online socialization through long-term sharing of knowledge as
a result of their professional interests (Dodel and Mesch, 2018),
which may affect the relationship between patients’ visit, patients’
online consultation and physicians’ online knowledge sharing.
If physicians have rich experience of knowledge sharing (e.g., a
large number of published articles), online knowledge sharing
may be a habit and may become a habitual behavior. As an
unconscious process, habits can affect the conscious process of
making decisions (Chiu and Huang, 2015). However, few studies
have investigated the moderating effects of online expertise and
online knowledge sharing experience on the relationship between
patients’ visit and patients’ online consultation (S) and physicians’
online knowledge sharing behavior (R). Online expertise and
online knowledge sharing experience are crucial characteristics
of physicians in OHCs; thus, it is important to explore their
contingent effects.

In addition, physicians’ knowledge sharing behavior has been
investigated from the perspective of charge or free of charge (Yang
and Ju, 2016; Guo et al., 2017), but insufficient attention has been
paid to patients’ involvement in stimulating physicians’ online
knowledge sharing (Meng et al., 2021). The primary participants
in an OHC platform (patients) play a crucial role in value co-
creation between physicians and patients (Van Oerle et al., 2016).
Attracting patients to participate in an OHC platform will better
promote physicians’ online knowledge sharing behavior and
increase the operational effectiveness of the OHC platform. The
stimulus–response framework, as an important psychological
model, reveals the effect of environmental factors on human’s
behavior (Reichl et al., 2006; Li and Chang, 2012; Giesen et al.,
2020). Applying the stimulus–response framework in online
knowledge sharing facilitates to reveal the mechanism that
physicians to learn about and interact with the patients is to
receive a stimulus and respond to it accordingly and in real-
time by sharing knowledge on the OHC platform. However,
in the context of OHCs, few studies have investigated how
stimulates from patients (patients’ visit, patients’ consultation)
influence the response of physicians (online knowledge sharing).
To address this gap, this study uses the stimulus–response
framework to explore the effects of patients’ visit and patients’
online consultations (S) on physicians’ online knowledge sharing
(R) and considers the contingent roles of physicians’ online
expertise and online knowledge sharing experience.

Patients’ Visit and Online Knowledge
Sharing
Patients’ visit refers to the number of patients visit the physician’s
homepage on the online health platform (Li et al., 2012).
Online knowledge sharing refers to physicians providing free
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health and medical information on platforms that are available
for viewers (Yan et al., 2016). Patients’ visit can have a
positive effect on physicians’ online knowledge sharing for
several reasons.

First, on the online health platform, the number of physicians’
homepage views indicates their service quality (Yang et al.,
2015b). Physicians with more visits may have better service
quality and will be welcomed by patients (Yang et al., 2015b).
Physicians are motivated by what patients like, and they
are motivated to interact with patients on the online health
platform, which tends to induce their knowledge sharing on
the platform (Zhang et al., 2019b). Second, patients’ visit has
a positive effect on physicians’ online reputation (Cropanzano
and Mitchell, 2005). The more visits, the better the physician’s
online reputation, and online reputation plays a positive role
in promoting knowledge sharing (Liu et al., 2016; Yan et al.,
2016). Therefore, the more visits, the more knowledge sharing
will be conducted by the physician. Finally, frequent patients’
visit to physicians’ homepages shows that patients are seeking
medical knowledge and help from the articles shared by
physicians. An increase in visits leads physicians to gradually
understand the needs of patients. Therefore, to help their
patients and serve their society (Luo et al., 2018), physicians
share relevant medical knowledge on online health platforms.
Based on the above argument, we propose the following
hypothesis:

H1: Patients’ visit is positively related to physicians’ online
knowledge sharing.

Patients’ Consultation and Online
Knowledge Sharing
Patients’ consultation refers to a type of consultation in which
physicians and patients are at different locations via an online
health platform (Wu and Lu, 2017; Atanasova et al., 2018). In the
context of online health platforms, the number of consultation
is an important indicator that reflects physicians’ activity on
the online health platform. Therefore, patients’ consultation
can be an important factor affecting the online knowledge
sharing of physicians.

On an online health platform, patients consult physicians
when they encounter health problems (Guo et al., 2017). The
more patients ask physicians about health problems, the easier it
is for physicians to find common problems from the questions
raised by patients (Ha and Longnecker, 2010). To save time,
physicians can summarize the common questions they encounter
and publish the answers on the online health platform. They can
then use this knowledge to improve their professional knowledge
capability, which increases the possibility of publishing relevant
articles on the online health platform (Zhang et al., 2019a;
Meng et al., 2021). In addition, a higher number of patient
consultations show that physicians are interacting with patients
on the platform more; that is, physicians are more involved in
the platform. The more physicians participate, the more they
share knowledge (Chang and Chuang, 2011; Liu and Jansen,
2017). Based on the above arguments, we propose the following
hypothesis:

H2: Patients’ consultation is positively related to physicians’
online knowledge sharing.

The Moderating Effect of Online
Expertise
Physicians’ online expertise refers to the online time and
experience of physicians in using online platforms (Dodel and
Mesch, 2018). Physicians’ high online expertise is accompanied
by high levels of physicians’ assets, online time, and reputation
(Kessler et al., 2015), which may moderate the effects of
patients’ visit and patients’ consultation on physicians’ online
knowledge sharing.

To a certain extent, online expertise reflects the physician’s
assets, online time, and professional skills (Kessler et al., 2015;
Dodel and Mesch, 2018). Physicians with stronger online
expertise have longer online time and stronger professional skills.
These physicians are accustomed to the operation of the platform,
have less freshness and interest in the platform, and no longer pay
attention to the number of visits and consultations (Batson et al.,
2002). As a result of the reduced attention to the number of visits
and consultations, the relationship between knowledge sharing
and the number of visits and consultations is gradually weakened.
In addition, physicians with a high level of online expertise have
a high online reputation and old qualifications on the platform
(Van Deursen et al., 2011). These physicians publish articles on
the platform and share knowledge for incentive reasons instead
of paying attention to the number of visits and consultations
(Meng et al., 2021). For example, a senior physician of medicine
said, “if knowledge sharing can save lives, it will be worth it
in my life.” In this situation, the positive effect of visits and
consultations of patients on physicians’ knowledge sharing will
be weakened. Based on the above arguments, we propose the
following hypotheses:

H3: Online expertise weakens the positive relationship between
patients’ visit and physicians’ online knowledge sharing.

H4: Online expertise weakens the positive relationship between
patients’ consultation and physicians’ online knowledge sharing.

The Moderating Effect of Online
Knowledge Sharing Experience
Online knowledge sharing experience refers to physicians’ past
experience in contributing knowledge to the OHC (e.g., free
and publicly available health articles shared by physicians (Yan
et al., 2016). Online knowledge sharing experience reflects the
situation of non-monetary benefits and physicians’ regular use of
the platform (Zhang et al., 2017b), which may moderate the effect
of patients’ visit and patients’ consultation on physicians’ online
knowledge sharing.

OHCs aim to share and address health problems and provide
support and encouragement to patients (Li et al., 2012; Guo
et al., 2017). Physicians with extensive knowledge sharing
experience participate in online knowledge sharing for non-
monetary rather than monetary benefits (Zhang et al., 2017b).
This is different from some online communities (e.g., online
shopping platform), where people benefit by gaining monetary
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rewards (Papadopoulos et al., 2013; Park et al., 2014). Physicians
with extensive knowledge sharing experience share knowledge
for altruistic reasons. In this context, some extrinsic factors
(e.g., patients’ visit and patients’ consultation) may not be the
main drivers of knowledge sharing in OHCs (Chung, 2014),
which weakens the positive relationships between patients’ visit,
patients’ consultation, and physicians’ knowledge sharing.

Further, as a result of repetitive operation, previous knowledge
sharing experiences may form a habit (Chiu et al., 2012).
Habit, as an unconscious process, can influence the effects of
conscious processes on decision outcomes (Chiu and Huang,
2015). So, knowledge sharing as an unconscious factor can shape
a conscious decision-making process. Individuals with strong
behavioral habits rely more on their past behavior rather than
their cognitive evaluation, and vice versa (Honkanen et al., 2005;
Chiu et al., 2012). According to Ouellette and Wood (1998), once
a behavior becomes a habit, it is performed automatically and
quickly, without attention. When knowledge sharing becomes
a habit, physicians regularly share knowledge on the platform
and do not rely on the patients’ visit and patients’ consultation
for knowledge sharing. In this situation, online knowledge
sharing experience will weaken the positive effect of patients’
visit and patients’ consultation on physicians’ online knowledge
sharing. Based on the above arguments, we propose the following
hypotheses:

H5: Online knowledge sharing experience weakens the positive
relationship between patients’ visit and physicians’ online
knowledge sharing.

H6: Online knowledge sharing experience weakens the positive
relationship between patients’ consultation and physicians’
online knowledge sharing.

In summary, the research model is presented in Figure 1.

METHODOLOGY

Data Connection
To avoid the self-reporting bias of surveys, this study applies
objective data to test the hypotheses outlined above (Straub et al.,
1995). The objective data were collected from haodf.com (“online
good physicians” in English), a leading online health platform
in China. This platform gathers more than 200,000 physicians
from different hospitals throughout China and serves more than
58,000,000 patients online (Meng et al., 2021). The platform
offers an ideal setting to explore physicians’ online knowledge
sharing for the following reasons. First, it attracts many patients’
visit and consultations, which can induce physicians to share
knowledge on the platform. Second, it enables physicians to
share knowledge both publicly (without compensation) and
privately (with compensation). Third, given the large number
of participants, abundant data are generated about physicians’
websites and physician–patient interactions. We developed a
Java-based web crawler to collect data from haodf.com. The article
publications and website data statistics of 66,563 physicians
over 6 months (February 2017 to July 2017) were collected.
After removing some samples with incomplete data, we obtained
19,032 physicians for a total number of 45,449 physician–
month observations.

Measures
Dependent Variables
Online knowledge sharing (OKS) reflects physicians providing
free health and medical information on platforms that are
available for viewers (Yan et al., 2016). Based on previous
studies (Kuang et al., 2019; Meng et al., 2021), online knowledge
sharing was measured by the new number of shared free health
articles in every month.

V

C

E

FIGURE 1 | Research model.
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Independent Variables
Patients’ visit (PV) reflects the number of patients who visit
the homepage of a physician on the health platform. We
measured patients’ visit by the number of patients visiting a
physician’s homepage. Patients’ consultation (PC) refers to a
type of consultation in which physicians and patients are at
different locations via online health platform (Wu and Lu, 2017;
Atanasova et al., 2018). We measured patients’ consultation by
the number of patients’ consultations on the health platform.
Online expertise (OE) refers to online time and experience of
physicians in using online platforms (Dodel and Mesch, 2018).
We measured online expertise by the online time of the physician
on the platform. Online knowledge sharing experience (OKSE)
refers to physicians’ past experience in contributing knowledge
to the OHCs. Following the suggestion of Meng et al. (2021),
online knowledge sharing experience was measured by the
number of free and publicly available health articles shared by
physicians previously.

Control Variables
To ensure the model had a high level of precision, based
on previous studies (Zhang et al., 2019b; Meng et al., 2021),
this paper included control variables as follows. Seniority was
measured by the professional title of the physician. Gift was
measured by the number of online gifts from patients. Thank-you
was measured by the number of online thank you letters from
patients. Vote was measured by the number of votes received
by the physician.

Given the magnitude of the variables, following the suggestion
of Kafouros et al. (2015), we took the logarithm of all variables
except seniority as our final measurement. Table 1 presents a
summary of the variables.

Data Analysis
To better understand the relationship between patients’ visit
(PV), patients’ consultation (PC), online expertise (OE), online
knowledge sharing experience (OKSE), and online knowledge
sharing (OKS), we applied a moderated-model analysis. In line
with previous studies (Wan and Sanders, 2017; Zhang et al.,
2019b), a three-model system to analyze the relationships among
the variables was presented as follows:

OKSit = α0 + α1Seniorityit + α2Giftit + α3Thank− youit

+α4Voteit + α5PVit + α6PCit + µit

OKSit = β0 + β1Seniorityit + β2Giftit + β3Thank− youit

+β4Voteit + β5PV it + β6PCit + β7OEit + β8PV it

×OEit + β9PCit ×OEit + εit

OKSit = γ0 + γ1Seniorityit + γ2Giftit + γ3Thank− youit

+γ4Voteit + γ5PV it + γ6PCit + γ7OKSEit

+γ8PV it ×OKSEit + γ9PCit ×OKSEit + ϕit

Where i = 1, 2, 3, · · · ,N indicate the numbers of
observations; α0 to α6, β0 to β10, γ0 to γ11 are the parameters

to be estimated in the three equations; and µit, εit, ϕit are the
error terms in the three equations.

Previous studies have noted that the ordinary least squares
regression model is inefficient and is accompanied by estimated
bias if the testing excludes time effects (Lee et al., 2014). Following
the method for panel data applied by Samila and Sorenson (2010)
and Lee et al. (2014), this paper applied the fixed-effects model to
investigate the relationship between the explaining variables and
the explained variables.

RESULTS

Table 2 presents the correlation matrix for the study measures.
Since our study involved moderating effects, following existing
recommendations and recent empirical studies (Cohen et al.,
2003; Fischer et al., 2019; Meng et al., 2021), we applied
hierarchical regression to test the hypotheses. In line with the
conclusions of Brambor et al. (2006) and Hayes and Matthes
(2009), centering would not offer any new or more accurate
information, and would help us to overcome any problem
with multicollinearity; thus, we did not mean center predictor
variables. The tests of the hypotheses are presented in Table 3.

In Model 1, we regressed online knowledge sharing on
patients’ visit and patients’ consultation. The results indicated
that patients’ visit (b = 0.015, p< 0.001) and patients’ consultation
(b = 0.056, p < 0.001) were positive and significantly related
to online knowledge sharing. Thus, H1 and H2 are supported.
For the control variables, the effects of seniority (b = −0.008,
p < 0.050) and vote (b = −0.039, p < 0.001) were negative and
significant, while the effects of gift (b = 0.047, p < 0.001) and
thank-you (b = 0.020, p< 0.010) were positive and significant.

In Model 2, to test the moderating effects of online expertise,
we computed the interaction terms between patients’ visit (PV),
patients’ consultation (PC), and online expertise (OE), and then
entered them into the regression equation after the control
variables and the direct effects. The results showed that the
coefficient of the interaction term (PV × OE) was negative and
significant (b = −0.006, p < 0.050). Following the suggestion
of Meyer et al. (2017), we calculated and plotted the marginal
effect of patients’ visit on online knowledge sharing at different
levels of online expertise (Figure 2). The results indicated
that as the values of online expertise increased from 1.792 to
8.030, the slope of the relationship between patients’ visit and
online knowledge sharing becomes flatter. It suggest that online
expertise weakens the positive effect of patients’ visit on online
knowledge sharing. Thus, H3 is supported. The relationship
between the interaction term (PC × OE) and online knowledge
sharing was not statistically significant (b = −0.0005, p > 0.050).
Thus, H4 is not supported.

In Model 3, to test the moderating effects of online knowledge
sharing experience, we computed the interaction terms between
patients’ visit (PV), patients’ consultation (PC), and online
knowledge sharing experience (OKSE), and then entered them
into the regression equation after the control variables and
the direct effects. In Model 3, the relationship between the
interaction term (PV × OKSE) and online knowledge sharing
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TABLE 1 | Variable description.

Variables Description Mean SD Min Max

Dependent variables Online knowledge sharing New number of shared free health articles 0.226 0.645 0 7.169

Independent variables Patients’ visit Number of patients visiting a physician’s homepage 10.048 2.087 2.398 17.859

Patients’ consultation Number of patients’ consultations on the health platform 2.885 2.499 0 10.667

Online expertise Opening time of physician the platform 6.789 1.067 1.792 8.030

Online knowledge sharing
experience

Number free and publicly available health articles shared by
physicians previous

0.890 1.250 0 7.551

Control variables Seniority Professional title of the physician 2.804 0.970 1 4

Gift Number of Online gifts from patients 1.016 1.429 0 7.920

Thank-you Number of online thank-you letters from patients 0.759 1.037 0 6.066

Vote Number of votes received by the physician 1.612 1.312 0 6.911

TABLE 2 | Correlation matrix.

Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1.Online knowledge sharing 1.000

2.Patients’ visit 0.260 1.000

3.Patients’ consultation 0.301 0.823 1.000

4.Online expertise 0.505 0.652 0.642 1.000

5.Online knowledge sharing experience 0.070 0.712 0.282 0.286 1.000

6.Seniority 0.038 0.350 0.175 0.160 0.357 1.000

7.Gift 0.279 0.693 0.814 0.569 0.229 0.178 1.000

8.Thank-you 0.217 0.627 0.682 0.462 0.260 0.288 0.768 1.000

9.Vote 0.202 0.689 0.689 0.446 0.363 0.411 0.727 0.878 1.000

were statistically significant (b = −0.062, p < 0.001). We
plotted the marginal effect of patients’ visit on online knowledge
sharing at different levels of online knowledge sharing experience
(Figure 3). The results show that as the values of online
knowledge sharing experience increase from 0 to 7.551, the slope
of the relationship between patients’ visit and online knowledge
sharing becomes flatter. In other words, online knowledge
sharing experience reduces the positive effect of patients’
visit on online knowledge sharing. Thus, H5 is supported.
The coefficients of the interaction term (PC × OKSE) were
statistically positive and significant (b = 0.046, p < 0.001). We
plotted the marginal effect of patients’ consultation on online
knowledge sharing at different levels of online knowledge sharing
experience (Figure 4). Figure 4 demonstrates that as the values of
online knowledge sharing experience increased from 0 to 7.551,
the slope of the relationship between patients’ consultation and
online knowledge sharing becomes steeper. It means that online
knowledge sharing experience enhances the positive effect of
patients’ consultation on online knowledge sharing. These results
are contrary to our hypothesis. Thus, H6 is not supported.

To check the robustness of our results, following the
suggestion of previous studies (Wiener and Lee, 2020; Chin
et al., 2021), we conducted supplementary analysis with random
effects models to test our hypotheses. The results are presented
in Table 4. Model 4 indicated that patients’ visit (b = 0.015,
p < 0.001) and patients’ consultation (b = 0.056, p < 0.001)
were positively and significantly related to online knowledge
sharing. Thus, H1 and H2 are supported. Model 5 showed that
the coefficient of the interaction term (PV × OE) was negative

and significant (b = −0.007, p < 0.010), while the coefficient of
the interaction term (PC × OE) was insignificant (b = −0.0004,
p > 0.050). Therefore, H3 is supported but H4 is not supported.
Model 6 indicated that the interaction term (PV × OKSE) was
negatively and significantly related to online knowledge sharing
(b =−0.062, p< 0.010), while the interaction term (PC×OKSE)
was positively and significantly related to online knowledge
sharing (b = 0.046, p < 0.010). Thus, H5 is supported but H6
is not supported. In summary, the results of random effects are
consistent with those of fixed effects, and our results are robust.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Discussion
During the COVID-19 pandemic, online health platforms and
physicians’ online knowledge sharing has played an important
role in public health crisis management and disease prevention
(Zhang et al., 2021). This study, based on the stimulus–response
framework in psychology, investigated the reasons for, and
processes of, physicians’ online knowledge sharing and resulted
in four significant key findings.

First, this study found support for the stimulus–response
hypothesis. Patients’ visit and online consultations are positively
related to physicians’ online knowledge sharing. This means
that patients are able to stimulate physicians’ online knowledge
sharing (e.g., publishing online health articles). The number
of patients’ visit is an important indicator evaluating the
online reputation of physicians (Meng et al., 2021), which is
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TABLE 3 | Results of hierarchical regression.

DV: Online
knowledge
sharing

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

Coefficient
(Standard error)

Coefficient
(Standard error)

Coefficient
(Standard error)

Patients’ visit (PV) 0.015***
(0.003)

0.118***
(0.018)

−0.014***
(0.003)

Patients’
consultation (PC)

0.056***
(0.003)

0.028*
(0.014)

−0.010***
(0.003)

Online expertise
(OE)

−0.033
(0.018)

Online knowledge
sharing experience
(OKSE)

0.801***
(0.016)

VP × OE −0.006*
(0.002)

CP × OE −0.0005
(0.002)

VP × OKSE −0.062***
(0.002)

CP × OKSE 0.046***
(0.002)

Seniority −0.008*
(0.003)

−0.007
(0.003)

−0.004
(0.003)

Gift 0.046***
(0.004)

0.041***
(0.004)

−0.001
(0.004)

Thank-you 0.021***
(0.006)

0.020**
(0.006)

0.008
(0.006)

Vote −0.040***
(0.005)

−0.040***
(0.005)

−0.002
(0.005)

Constant −0.057**
(0.021)

−0.386**
(0.122)

0.136***
(0.023)

R square 0.098 0.102 0.284

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 (2-tailed test).

FIGURE 2 | Moderating effect of online expertise (OE) on the relationship
between patients’ visit (PV) and online knowledge sharing (OKS).

a vital factor affecting their knowledge sharing behavior (Yan
et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2017b; Park and Gabbard, 2018).
Patients’ consultation reflects interactions between physicians
and patients, and physicians actively participate in the process;

FIGURE 3 | Moderating effect of online knowledge sharing experience (OKSE)
on the relationship between patients’ visit (PV) and online knowledge sharing
(OKS).

FIGURE 4 | Moderating effect of online knowledge sharing experience (OKSE)
on the relationship between patients’ consultation (PC) and online knowledge
sharing (OKS).

the more physicians participate, the more they share knowledge
(Chang and Chuang, 2011; Liu and Jansen, 2017).

Second, this study verified the moderating effect of online
expertise. Physicians’ online expertise reflects their online skills
and experience in using online platforms (Dodel and Mesch,
2018). Physicians with a high level of online expertise feel
less freshness and interest in the platform (Batson et al.,
2002); in this context, they no longer pay attention to the
patients’ visit in online knowledge sharing. In this vein, online
expertise weakens the positive relationship between patients’
visit and online knowledge sharing. However, the hypothesis
that online expertise alleviates the effect of patients’ consultation
on physicians’ online knowledge sharing is not supported.
One possible explanation is that patients’ consultation involves
frequent interactions between physicians and patients, and
physicians need to focus on it (Yang et al., 2015a; Liu S.
et al., 2020). Regardless of the level of online expertise, all
physicians tend to attach importance to patient consultations;
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TABLE 4 | Results of robust test.

DV: Online
knowledge
sharing

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

Coefficient
(Standard error)

Coefficient
(Standard error)

Coefficient
(Standard error)

Patients’ visit (PV) 0.015***
(0.003)

0.126***
(0.018)

−0.013***
(0.003)

Patients’
consultation (PC)

0.056***
(0.003)

0.023
(0.014)

−0.010***
(0.003)

Online expertise
(OE)

−0.018
(0.018)

Online knowledge
sharing experience
(OKSE)

0.806***
(0.016)

VP × OE −0.007*
(0.002)

CP × OE −0.0004
(0.002)

VP × OKSE −0.062***
(0.002)

CP × OKSE 0.046***
(0.002)

Seniority −0.008*
(0.003)

−0.006
(0.003)

−0.004
(0.003)

Gift 0.047***
(0.004)

0.043***
(0.004)

−0.0001
(0.004)

Thank-you 0.020**
(0.006)

0.020**
(0.006)

0.007
(0.006)

Vote −0.039***
(0.005)

−0.039***
(0.005)

−0.0004
(0.005)

Constant −0.066**
(0.021)

−0.471**
(0.122)

0.125***
(0.023)

R square 0.098 0.102 0.283

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 (2-tailed test).

thus, the relationship between patient consultations and
physicians’ online knowledge sharing is almost not affected by
online expertise.

Finally, the moderating effect of online knowledge sharing
experience was also confirmed. This study finds that online
knowledge sharing experience weakens the positive relationship
between patients’ visit and physicians’ online knowledge
sharing, and enhances the positive relationship between
patients’ consultation and physicians’ online knowledge sharing.
Physicians with online knowledge sharing experience tend
to form the habit of online knowledge sharing behavior and
ignore the stimulus effect of patients’ visit. It is indicates an
individual unconscious process reducing the influence of the
conscious process, consistent with prior literature (Chiu and
Huang, 2015; Zhang et al., 2017a). However, online knowledge
sharing expertise heightens the stimulus effect of patients’
online consultation. One possible explanation is that physicians
with online knowledge sharing experience discover common
knowledge via patients’ consultation (Li et al., 2019). In this
context, patients’ consultation enables physicians to summarize
the common knowledge and share it online, thereby enhancing
the positive relationship between patients’ consultation and
physicians’ online knowledge sharing.

Theoretical Contributions
This study makes several theoretical contributions to the
literature. First, this study extends the stimulus–response
literature of psychology by introducing the stimulus–response
framework to track the mechanism of physicians’ online
knowledge sharing. The stimulus–response framework offers a
visualized framework to help researchers study the reasons for,
and processes of, physicians’ online knowledge sharing behavior
in OHCs. In the context of OHCs, patients’ visit and online
consultations both have stimulating effects on physicians’ online
behavior response. Although much of the research based on
the stimulus–response framework has been conducted to study
online user behavior (Reichl et al., 2006; Xu et al., 2017; Chen and
Li, 2020), to our knowledge, the framework has not been applied
to investigate physicians’ online knowledge sharing behavior in
the context of OHCs. Thus, this study extends the stimulus–
response framework literature by introducing the framework to
investigate physicians’ online knowledge sharing mechanism.

Second, this study extends online knowledge sharing literature
by revealing the stimulus mechanism of patients’ behaviors on
physicians’ behaviors. The primary participants in an OHC
platform (patients) play a crucial role in value co-creation
between physicians and patients (Van Oerle et al., 2016).
Attracting patients to participate in the OHC platform will
better promote physicians’ online knowledge sharing behavior
and increase the operational effectiveness of the OHC platform.
Although physicians’ online knowledge sharing behavior has
been widely explored, existing literature mainly focuses on the
perspective of charge or free of charge (Yang and Ju, 2016; Guo
et al., 2017). Few studies have explored how patients’ behavior
stimulates physicians’ behavior from the perspective of patients
(Meng et al., 2021). Our results reveal that both patients’ visit
and patients’ consultation are positively related to physicians’
online knowledge sharing, which provides a new perspective for
exploring how patients’ behaviors influence physicians’ behaviors
on online medical platforms.

Third, this study enriches the online expertise and online
knowledge sharing literature by uncovering the contingent effect
of online expertise in the process of physicians’ online knowledge
sharing. The expertise of physicians is an important contingent
factor in exploring their online behavior, but little attention has
been paid to their online expertise (Guo et al., 2017; Luo et al.,
2018). Our study finds that online expertise negatively moderates
the effect of patients’ visit on physicians’ online knowledge
sharing. Physicians with high online expertise tend to neglect
stimulus from patients’ visit because of their interests (Dodel and
Mesch, 2018); thus, the positive relationship between patients’
visit and physicians’ online knowledge sharing is weakened.
Therefore, our discoveries enrich the studies of online expertise
and online knowledge sharing.

Finally, this study enriches online knowledge sharing
literature by uncovering the contingent effect of online
knowledge sharing experience in the process of physicians’
online knowledge sharing. Physicians with high levels of online
knowledge sharing experience are likely to form habits. This
reduced the stimulus effect of patients’ visit, which indicates
an individual unconscious process reducing the influence of
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the conscious process, consistent with prior studies (Chiu and
Huang, 2015; Zhang et al., 2017a). Online knowledge sharing
experience helps physicians discover common knowledge
via patients’ consultation (Li et al., 2019). In this context,
patients’ consultation facilitates physicians to summarize
the common knowledge and share it online. Thus, we find
that online knowledge sharing experience strengthens the
positive relationship between patients’ consultation and
physicians’ online knowledge sharing. Hence, our study
enriches the literature of online knowledge sharing by
uncovering the different moderating effects of online knowledge
sharing experience.

Practical Contributions
This study has several practical implications for OHC
practitioners and platform managers. First, our results show that
physicians’ online knowledge sharing is positively promoted
by patients’ visit and online consultations. Patients can benefit
from physicians’ online knowledge sharing—for example, by
obtaining free health articles, increasing their visits to OHCs
(Meng et al., 2021), and then gaining social (Johnston et al.,
2013) and emotional support (Yan and Tan, 2014). As a result,
patients should stimulate physicians to share knowledge with
the aid of more visits to physicians’ homepages and more online
consultations, thereby achieving value co-creation.

Second, physicians should understand their decision-making
processes in terms of knowledge sharing. This study finds that
physicians’ online expertise and knowledge sharing experience
play significant moderating roles in their online knowledge
sharing. Hence, as important participants in OHCs, different
groups of physicians should be aware of how their levels of online
experience affect their sharing decision-making to make better
decisions. For example, physicians with a low level of online
expertise feel more freshness and interest in the platform, they
often pay more attention to the patients’ visit in online knowledge
sharing. These physicians should exert their subjective initiative
and actively publish free articles for attracting more patients to
visit their homepages, which stimulating more online knowledge
sharing in turn and creating a virtuous circle.

Finally, platform managers can use diverse strategies to
stimulate different physician groups. Our results show that the
stimulus effect of patients’ visit is weakened by physicians’
online knowledge sharing experience and online expertise.
Thus, managers can introduce measures to guide more patients
to browse the homepages of physicians with low knowledge
sharing experience and online expertise, thereby stimulating
them to share knowledge online. For example, the platform
can push physicians with low level of online expertise or
few published articles to patients, by launching preferential
activities such as browsing and punching in, to increase
the visits of physicians’ homepages. Meanwhile, the stimulus
effect of patients’ consultation is strengthened by physicians’
online knowledge sharing experience. Therefore, managers can
take measures to guide patients to consult physicians with
rich experience of online knowledge sharing for stimulating
physicians to share knowledge. For example, the platform can
recommend physicians who have published many articles to
patients in need of consultation. Moreover, managers should

emphasize the potential benefits (e.g., social and economic
returns) of online knowledge sharing to encourage physicians
to contribute persistently to OHCs (e.g., by publishing online
health articles).

Limitations and Future Research
Although this study has produced interesting findings and
contributed to both theory and practice, it has several limitations.
First, the results of the study are based on data in the
Chinese context, which may limit the generalization to other
countries (Wu et al., 2019; Zhao et al., 2020; Meng et al.,
2021). Future research should use data from diverse countries
to verify the validity of our results. Second, this study only used
online expertise and online knowledge sharing experience as
moderators; however, other factors could be used in the study of
physicians’ online knowledge sharing, such as physicians’ offline
seniority and information uncertainty (Zhang et al., 2019b; Liu Y.
et al., 2020). Finally, the research model in this study does
not contain mediators. In fact, physicians’ affective states (e.g.,
empathy and pleasure) caused by stimulus (Kim and Johnson,
2016; Luo et al., 2021) may affect their response in online
knowledge sharing. Future research could introduce physicians’
affective states as mediators to investigate physicians’ online
knowledge sharing.

CONCLUSION

The COVID-19 not only causes significant challenges for health
systems and economic recession, but also influence physicians’
online knowledge sharing. This study investigates physicians’
online knowledge sharing by applying the framework of
stimulus–response in psychology and considers the contingency
effect of physicians’ online expertise and online knowledge
sharing experience. Based on the 6-month panel data of 45,449
physician–month observations from an online health platform
in China, this study uncovers that patients’ visit and patients’
consultation benefit physicians’ online knowledge sharing.
Meanwhile, online expertise and online knowledge sharing
experience impede the positive relationship between patients’
visit and physicians’ online knowledge sharing, while online
knowledge sharing experience enhances the positive relationship
between patients’ consultation and physicians’ online knowledge
sharing. Our study also has theoretical contributions to
the literature of stimulus–response and online knowledge
sharing, and practical implications to OHC practitioners and
platform managers.
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